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XL18. seinlenpflanzer.se Hi buddies:I am a 19 year old male and i
live in Manheim a small town in Germany. News for all stations in
the Hamburg area. Watch to see the latest happening in your
region. In the past 3 weeks we’ve seen new businesses open, an
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important new event take place in our town, sports exciting
results and more.Our passion is to bring you the best of our
region.Today, we’re are pleased to share with you a look back
over the past 3 weeks of activity in our region. Whether it be big
sporting events, news, or business promotions, we’ve got it
covered. We asked our best reporters what the most important
events in the past 3 weeks have been. Without further adieu: 1 /
The biggest event in the past 3 weeks was the U18 national for
teams. NRWs Pfadfinder und Pfadfinderinnen haben in den
vergangenen 3 Wochen mit 118 614 Teilnehmern an der U18
Nationalen Raummeisterkampf durchgegriffen. 2 / The biggest
sporting event in the past 3 weeks was the state championship for
the soccer team. League match, the football team had to play
against the team from Frankfurt / Brandenburg. The state
championship was won by the team of Hamburg. The biggest
event in the past 3 weeks was the opening of the Hoffenheim
EMU, a museum that focuses on the region's construction of a
utopian social state. This included several ten-minute show and
walkthrough. In the past 3 weeks, the biggest new business was
the opening of the Eastern European catering company "Konfetti
Krunchi". 1 / In the past 3 weeks, the biggest event was the
opening of an electronic music store "Scandinavia" in the
Hamburg city center. The most important news item was the
debate that the Hamburg police have proposed that the "criminal
unit" be pulled out of the "police force". 1 / Sports events of the
past 3 weeks. 1. U18 National: Team nationals are the largest
sport event in Germany. The games in the past 3 weeks have
been won by NRW Pfadfinder und Pfadfinderinnen with 117.612
participants. The next big event for NRW Pfadfinder und
Pfadfinderinnen
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